INSTRUCTIONS

4 and up
1
2-5 players

Robot Turtles™ sneakily teaches preschoolers the fundamentals of computer
programming while providing lots of fun and silliness. It takes seconds to learn,
minutes to play, and provides endless learning opportunities.
One thing you should know from the start is that it’s not your typical board game.
Sure, there are rules you have to follow and there’s a beginning and an end, but
there’s no single winner. In Robot Turtles, everyone plays to get their Turtle to the
matching Jewel. It doesn’t matter who gets there first, everyone can win. It’s not
about competition, but about having fun AND—shhhh, don’t tell the kids—learning.
And let’s not forget the BEST part! For a successful game kids should play with an
adult or an experienced Robot Turtles player. Why is this so great? We’ve written the
rules so the kids get to boss the grownups around while watching them make goofy
turtle beeps and boops and zaps!
The inventor of Robot Turtles, Dan Shapiro, is a programmer and a dad. He came up
with Robot Turtles to give his kids what he feels is the single greatest superpower—
the skill of programming. He created the game just like a video game with cool
obstacles and powers that you can unlock along the way—this keeps the game fresh
and the learning endless. We know you’ll have fun!
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WAIT!
Before Reading this manual go to www.ThinkFun.com/Robot-Turtles to find:

• Video Instructions
• Extra Game Board Setups
• The Full Robot Turtles Story
But, if you really want to start here, we won’t stop you. Let’s get started!

Game Includes:
“Pangle”

“Pi”

• Game Board
• 4 Robot Turtle Tiles  “Beep”

“Dot”

(Beep, Pi, Pangle & Dot)

• 4 Jewel Tiles
• 4 Bug Tiles
• 4 Code Card Decks 
(44 Cards in Each)

• 36 Obstacle Tiles
• 20 Stone Walls
• 12 Ice Walls
• 4 Crates

x20

x12

x4

What You’ll Need:
Beep boop
beep boop!

Turtle Masters: That’s the kids (up to 4 can play).
Turtle Mover: That’s a grownup or older kid

Doot-dot
doot-dot-doo!

who has had experience playing the game.

Good Turtle Sound Effects:

Turtle Movers absolutely MUST make funny noises
while moving the Turtles!
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The Game:
To make the game seamless for little Turtle Masters, we suggest the grownups read all of the
rules thoroughly by themselves before involving the kids. Familiarize yourself with all of the
various levels and Unlockables, but don’t introduce these to the Turtle Masters at this point.
This way you won’t confuse them with too much information.
Once you are caught up on all the rules, introduce the Turtle Masters to the game with these
simple starter rules…

At the Start of the Game, the Turtle Mover (GROWNUP) Should

Read These Rules Out Loud!
for the Turtle Masters (KIDS):
“The goal of the game is to get your Robot Turtle to the matching
colored Jewel! When you land on the matching Jewel
you can pick it up. Everyone who gets their Jewel wins!”
YAY!

1. “You are the Turtle Master. On your turn, you will decide which way
you want your Turtle to turn or move. Select one of your Code Cards
and place it in front of you but don’t move your Turtle.”

2. “I am the Turtle Mover. Your cards tell me how to move your Turtle.
Only I will touch the board to move the Turtles.”

3. “If you change your mind during your turn and want to try a different
card, just say ‘Bug!’ and tap your Bug Tile. Take your last card back
and I’ll undo your move so you can try something new.”

4. “As the Turtle Mover, I MUST make funny turtle noises.
You can help me out and give me some turtle noise tips!”

5. “On your next turn you will place a new card in a line right next
to the first card you placed. Then you play card by card until you
reach your Jewel!”
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Detailed Rules for the Turtle Mover (GROWNUP):
Turtle Mover Goal:
Each Turtle Master (kid) will be writing code to get his/her Robot Turtle to the matching
colored Jewel. Your job as the Turtle Mover is to run the game, provide encouragement and
add to the fun by making funny turtle noises!

Setup:
1. If this is your first time playing, punch out all of the square and round tiles
before you begin.

2. S ort each deck into piles according to the symbol at the bottom of each card. You will have
five piles for each Turtle. Set the Laser and Function Frog piles off to the side and only use
Turn Left, Turn Right and Step Forward for the first game (circled below).

3. Have each Turtle Master (kid) choose one
of the four Robot Turtle Tiles and sit on
the corresponding side of the board.

4. For each Turtle Master playing, place
the matching Jewel Tile in the center of
the board and the Robot Turtle Tile in its
respective corner.

5. Place each set of the Turn Left, Turn Right
and Step Forward Code Cards and the Bug
Tile next to the player with the matching
colored Turtle. Code Cards should be
face up.
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6. If there are fewer than four players, unclaimed Robot Turtle Tiles, Jewel Tiles, Bug Tiles,
and Code Cards should be removed from the game.

7. It’s ok if Turtle Masters aren’t familiar with the Code Cards before the game begins, you can
teach them as they play! (This will be the easiest way for them to learn.)

This is how your board should look for the first game:
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Code Cards & Bug Tile:
Code Cards for Basic Game:

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

Turn Right: Spin the Turtle Tile in place 90°
toward the purple flower. Don’t take a step.

AFTER

Turn Left: Spin the Turtle Tile in place 90°
toward the yellow flower. Don’t take a step.

Step Forward: Move the Turtle Tile one step in the direction the
Turtle is pointing, toward the blue flower.

Code Cards for Later Games:

BEFORE

AFTER

Lasers: A Laser can melt one single Ice Wall
that is in front of the Turtle Tile. Introduce
this card to Turtle Masters once they begin to
unlock obstacles (see page 9).

Function Frog: This card is used to
represent a move sequence. Turtle
Masters will use this once they unlock
Function Frog (see page 12).

Bug Tile:

If a Turtle Master wants to undo a move, he/she can tap this tile and shout
“Bug!” This can only be done on a player’s current turn, before another
Turtle Master has started their turn. Shouting “Bug!” is the same as a do-over.
Turtle Masters can do this as many times as they want to on a turn.

BUG!
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Unlocking Levels:
I. Play the Basic Game:
1. The youngest Turtle Master goes first and play proceeds clockwise.
2. O
 n his/her turn, a Turtle Master selects a Code Card (Turn Right, Turn Left, or Step
Forward) and places it in front of him or herself in line next to any other cards that he or
she has already played.

3. T he Turtle Mover moves the Turtle Tile on the board according to the Code Card played.
(Remember funny noises are required!)

4. T he next Turtle Master takes his/her turn by selecting a Code Card.
The Turtle Mover moves their Turtle Tile.

5. T urtle Masters should place their cards in a line or sequence so that at the end of the
game they have one long “program” showing how the Turtle reached the Jewel.

6. P lay continues until ALL Turtle Masters have created a sequence of Code Cards that takes
them to their Jewel! It may take some players longer to get their Jewel and that’s ok—the
other Turtle Masters should provide encouragement!

7. If during a turn a Turtle Master wishes to undo a move, he/she can tap the Bug Tile and
call “Bug!” to have the Turtle Mover undo the move. Then the Turtle Master can play a new
Code Card. (This must be done BEFORE the next Turtle Master takes his/her turn.)

8. O
 nce Turtle Masters are pretty good at the basic game, you can introduce Unlockables.
Read about this in Section II.

This is how the board would look
after the Turtle Master for “Beep”
has played these three cards:
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II. Introduce Unlockables:
Introduce these Unlockables to Turtle Masters (in the order listed below) whenever you feel
they are ready.
Argh!

1. Unlock Ice Walls: Introduce the Ice Walls as the
first Obstacle Tile. Turtles can’t walk through walls. If
one tries, wiggle the Turtle and make a funny noise.
The Turtle Master can shout “Bug!” to try again.
2. Unlock Lasers: Once Turtle Masters can navigate
Ice Walls you can introduce Lasers. A Laser can melt
one single Ice Wall as long as it is in front
of the Turtle (and unblocked by any other
item). Once melted, turn the Ice Wall over
to show a puddle. The Laser Code Card
should be played on a turn in the same
manner as the other Code Cards.

Aw, man!

ZAP!

3. Unlock Stone Walls: Once Turtle Masters are
familiar with Ice Walls and Lasers you can introduce
Stone Wall Obstacle Tiles. Once placed on the board
Stone Walls can’t be moved or knocked down, even by
Lasers. Remember, Turtles can’t walk through walls!

4. Unlock Crates: Crates are the final Obstacle Tiles

No,no,no!

to unlock. Crates can be pushed as long as there is
nothing on the opposite side (other than open space
or a puddle). If there is a Wall, Turtle or another Crate
in the way, the Crate can’t move. Turtles also have to
be careful not to push Crates off the edge of the game
board—this is illegal. Crates cannot be pulled.
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Tips for Introducing Unlockables:
• Add each of the different Unlockables one at a time.
• Allow your Turtle Masters a few games to become familiar with an Unlockable before
introducing the next.
• Start with just a few Obstacle Tiles and add more for later games.
• When introducing a new Obstacle Tile, you can include any of the previously
introduced Unlockables.
• Place Obstacle Tiles on the board before the game begins. Place them however you like as
long as they don’t trap a Turtle or a Jewel before the game has started.
Once Turtle Masters have unlocked all of the Unlockables, have fun being creative and
exploring new game board setups. You can make the game as easy or as challenging as you
like for your Turtle Masters.

Here are a few game board setups to get you started:
ICE WALLS

LASER

STONE WALLS

CRATES

For additional board setups visit:
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www.ThinkFun.com/Robot-Turtles

III. Unlock Write Program:
Write Program is an advanced version of Robot Turtles for older and more practiced players.
It’s important not to introduce this before kids are ready or else it will cause frustration. In
Write Program, instead of just playing a single card during each turn, Turtle Masters play
several cards at a time—eventually they will be able to play an entire sequence to get to their
Jewel in ONE TURN! This is where Turtle Masters start planning ahead and begin to think like
real programmers!

IMPORTANT!
When you think your Turtle Masters are ready for this challenge,
make sure that you RESET THE UNLOCKABLES so that the first
game is played with ONLY THE TURTLES AND THE JEWELS on the
board. As players become comfortable with this new form of play you
can introduce the Unlockables as you did in the basic game.

1. B efore Turtle Masters play Write Program, help them get used to playing several cards on
a turn. Following the basic rules, have Turtle Masters lay down three cards per turn (unless
of course fewer cards are required to get to their Jewel). Once players are comfortable with
this, introduce Write Program.

2. In Write Program, Turtle Masters attempt to play a full sequence of Code Cards to get
their Turtle to their Jewel in a single turn. When they are finished laying down their cards in
a line they say, “Run Program!”

3. Turtle Masters point to the cards in their sequence one at a time — always starting from
the beginning — as the Turtle Mover moves their Turtle and makes goofy turtle noises.

4. If, at the end of the sequence, the Turtle has landed on the correct Jewel—they WIN! If not,
they use the Bug Tile and you (the Turtle Mover) will reverse all of the moves (including
un-melting Ice Walls and moving Crates back to their start position) while making turtle
noises in reverse. The Turtle Master will have another chance on his/her next turn to adjust
the program and run it again.

5. Play moves clockwise to the next Turtle Master.
6. In this version, while one player is taking a turn, the other Turtle Masters should be
encouraged to think through and try to write or correct their own programs.

7. When Turtle Masters are ready, unlock Function Frog, described in Section IV.
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IV. Unlock Function Frog:
This is the most complex element of the game, and it’s a key part of real programming!
The goal is to write a program with as few cards as possible that gets the Turtle to the Jewel.

1. E xplain to the Turtle Masters that the goal now is to use as few cards as possible to reach
the Jewel. The Function Frog is a friend of the Robot Turtles and he can help!

2. T o use the Function Frog, Turtle Masters should try to write a program that has a
repeating sequence in it, like this example:

This program takes 14 cards to get to the Jewel!
Use this card
to represent
these
4 cards

3. To shorten this program, the Function Frog Card can be used to represent the repeating
sequence. Turtle Masters do this by writing a separate program for the Frog that stands for
the sequence, like the example above.

4. Any time a Turtle Master plays a Frog, the Turtle Mover acts out the set sequence.
5. T o write the full program each player will need to show a Main Program (including the
Frog) as well as their own program for their Function Frog. Show them as two separate
programs just like this:

Main Program

Function

Now the program only includes 9 cards!!
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Turtle Mover Secrets & Tips:
Turtle Masters only need to know the simple rules written at the beginning of this manual to
start playing. For the Turtle Mover, however, there’s a little more to it. Here are the answers to
some of the questions your Turtle Masters might ask and some tips so that they get the most
out of Robot Turtles.

Can everybody win?

Yes, every Turtle Master can win by getting a Jewel.

Does it matter which Jewel you get?

Yes, you should get the Jewel that matches the color of your Turtle.

What happens to the player who finishes first?

	You remove their Jewel and Turtle from the board and they get to cheer on everyone
else. For more advanced players, allow them to stay on the board and continue
melting Ice Walls to help their fellow Turtles.

Can Turtle Masters move their own Turtles?

	No. There are many reasons, but the main one is that it’s much more fun for kids to
get to boss grownups around! Plus, think of the Turtle Movers as the computer. The
Turtle Masters write the program and the computer carries it out!

How seriously should I take my role as Turtle Mover?

	Very seriously. We are asking you to do something out of the ordinary, to be playful
while your Turtle Master “bosses you around.” What is really happening through this
process is that you are opening a comfortable and trusted space for the child
to explore, learn about consequences, and exhibit perseverance.

Can someone be both a Turtle Mover and a Turtle Master in
the same game?
	No; everyone else will feel like it’s unfair. However, in a pinch, if everyone agrees
to follow all the rules, players can be Turtle Movers for each other.

Can a kid be the Turtle Mover?

	Yes! Kids can be Turtle Movers once they’re very good at the game.
This is a great way for older kids to play with younger siblings.
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Important Question:
Is there an easy way to help Turtle Masters
understand the Turtle movement Code Cards?
Be patient and play through Section I: Play the Basic Game slowly a few times until they
get it. The most important thing is to make it fun so your Turtle Master wants to get
better and better. Here are some tips that can help them:

• The Turn Right and Turn Left cards rotate • Use the flowers for reference. If you
a Turtle in place but aren’t used to move
a Turtle forward.

want your Turtle to move forward (in
the direction of the blue flower), use
the blue card. If you want your Turtle to
turn right (in the direction of the purple
flower), use the purple card.

• When you want a Turtle to move forward,
his head must be facing the direction
that you want him to move.

• “Move Forward” isn’t always “up”

• Encourage Turtle Masters to try cards

which would be from the Turtle
Master’s perspective. Help your Turtle
Masters to think from the perspective
of their Turtle.

and see what happens—they can always
call “Bug!” and try a different card.

What happens if Turtles collide?

	It’s like running into a wall. Nothing happens…except a funny wiggle and noise from
the Turtle Mover! This is when the Turtle Master should use the Bug Tile and make a
correction.

What happens if the Laser is used on something other than
an Ice Wall, such as a Jewel?
	Nothing. The Turtle Mover wiggles the Turtle and makes a funny noise but nothing
happens to the object that the Laser is facing.

What happens if a Turtle Master runs out of cards?

	If a player runs out of one type of Code Card and can’t finish, they can take cards
from earlier in their program and play them normally. If there are less than four
players, Code Cards can also be taken from a deck that is out of play. If the Turtle
Masters are playing Write Program, this doesn’t apply. The program should be
adjusted and run again.
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About the Inventor:

Why should kids have to be able to
read in order to program?
Software entrepreneur Dan Shapiro asked himself this one morning
as he thought about the day’s activities with his beloved wife and
four-year-old twins. Armed with only some cardboard, a printer, and
a lazy afternoon, he and his family created what would become one
of the most backed board games in Kickstarter history. A veteran of
Microsoft, Google, and founder of several startups, Shapiro is now a
full time inventor and dad.
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ThinkFun’s Mission is to
®
Ignite Your Mind!
ThinkFun® is the world’s leader in addictively fun games
that stretch and sharpen your mind. From lighting
up young minds to creating fun for the whole family,
ThinkFun’s innovative games make you
think while they make you smile.

www.ThinkFun.com
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